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Every practitioner and adequate patient strives for accurate and quick identification of patient 
health problems and their prompt elimination. Modern methods of diagnostics and therapy, 
autonomic resonance test (ART) and exogenous and endogenous bioresonance therapy (BRT), help 
to realize these aspirations best of all today [2, 3].

The intensive development of these methods and the appearance of modern equipment for 
their implementation (for example, AIC "IMEDIS-EXPERT") open up truly fantastic opportunities for 
the doctor to heal patients, while allowing maximum personalization of both examination and 
therapy.

It is the personalization of diagnostics and therapy that allows modern doctors to achieve 
excellent results in identifying and eliminating the causes of patients' diseases, sometimes 
inaccessible by other methods and methods. After all, each person is unique in himself, lives in a 
unique habitat, eats unique products, drinks unique water, realizes his own unique life plan. 
Naturally, the restoration of human health should have an individual and unique approach.

Electronic potentiation plays a key role in personalizing diagnostics and human therapy using ART 
and BRT methods. It is precisely this that allows you to fine-tune the diagnostic and therapeutic circuit of 
the IMEDIS-EXPERT APK and get the best results from your work. Electronic potentiation makes it possible 
to obtain fractional potencies of homeopathic and organic remedies, which opens up new possibilities for 
the doctor in the implementation of the diagnostic and therapeutic plan and to receive drugs of a new 
class that are inaccessible to classical homeopathy.

Today, resonant homeopathy, proposed by Dr. H. Schimmel in 1992, has proven itself in the 
best possible way and has shown its advantage in comparison with classical homeopathy by 3–5 
times [1]. Moreover, thanks to the work of the IMEDIS Center, today we have the opportunity to 
expand the class of resonant homeopathic remedies in comparison with the drugs developed by H. 
Schimmel, and even to manufacture, using these drugs and the BRT method, a new, unique and, 
moreover, a holistic resonant drug that compensates for all found burdens of the patient [1].

When using electronic potentiation in practice, the impression was formed that the resonance 
potencies of homeopathic and organic preparations are not random and have a certain distribution 
structure according to mathematical laws. Below is a table compiled by me of the most relevant 
resonating homeopathic potencies, which forms resonance series (scales) and fully reflects the 
concepts of YIN-YANG and WU-XIN of traditional Chinese medicine.

Table 1
Resonant potency table
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D0.05 D0.1 D0.2 D0.4 D0.8 D1.6 D3.2 D6.4 D13 D26 D52 D100 D200 D400 D800 metal / yang

D0.15 D0.3 D0.6 D1.2 D2.4 D4.8 D9.5 D19 D38 D75 D150 D300 D600 D1200 D2500 water / yin

D0.25 D0.5 D1 D2 D4 D8 D16 D32 D65 D130 D250 D500 D1000 D2000 D4000 earth / yang

D0.35 D0.7 D1.4 D2.8 D5.6 D11 D22 D45 D90 D180 D350 D700 D1500 D3000 D6000 wood / yin

D0.45 D0.9 D1.8 D3.6 D7.2 D14 D28 D55 D110 D220 D450 D900 D1800 D3500 D7000 fire / yang

D0.55 D1.1 D2.2 D4.4 D8.8 D18 D36 D70 D140 D280 D550 D1100 D2200 D4500 D9000 metal / yin

D0.65 D1.3 D2.6 D5.2 D10 D20 D40 D80 D160 D320 D650 D1300 D2500 D5000 D10000 water / yang

D0.75 D1.5 D3 D6 D12 D24 D48 D95 D190 D380 D750 D1500 D3000 D6000 D12000 earth / yin

D0.85 D1.7 D3.4 D6.8 D14 D28 D55 D110 D220 D430 D850 D1700 D3500 D7000 D14000 wood / yang

D0.95 D1.9 D3.8 D7.6 D15 D30 D60 D120 D240 D480 D950 D1900 D4000 D8000 D16000 fire / yin

Applying this table in practice, each doctor will be able to find and apply the necessary means for 
healing patients faster and more fully in accordance with the laws of biophysics and the philosophy 
of traditional Chinese medicine.
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